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For years Slow Six band-leader, composer, and software designer Christopher Tignor 
has performed with his signature software instruments alongside fellow band members, 
sampling and transforming their live performances in accordance with his meticulous, 
emotionally-charged scores.  On Core Memory Unwound, his debut under his given 
name, he brings his software to the forefront alongside some of his most intimate 
compositions for violin and piano.  A record dealing with memory, both metaphorically 
and literally, these intimate tone poems for violin and piano are each presented in two 
forms, once in their original acoustic state, and then as a "memory portrait" through 
Tingor's live performances on his signature software instruments, creating new works 
from samples of these performances taken on the fly.

"Core Memory" was once the dominant architecture for computer memory, consisting 
of a fine mesh of interwoven wires.  On this release Tignor brings his background as 
computer scientist and composer center-stage, deconstructing his own music through 
performance.  Creating new compositions from key violin and piano gestures played 
during the acoustic performances, these "memory portraits" have a life both intimately 
bound to, yet completely distinct from their source works.

The delicate, angular melodies of "Last Thought at Night" echo the sentimental musical 
anecdotes of Eric Satie, while the spartan, time-frozen world within "Meeting in a 
Colored Shadow" calls to mind Morton Feldman or even the fragility of Arvo Pärt's 
”Für Alina.” By contrast the blissful, cascading violin arpeggios on "Last Nights on Eagle 
Street" entangle us in a bright embrace, reminiscent of Terry Riley's "Rainbow in a 
Curved Air."
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SELLING POINTS
- Christopher is the composer and bandleader of the pioneering 
avant-rock group Slow Six which has released two full-length 
albums of his compositions with the Western Vinyl and New 
Albion labels.

- Christopher has performed live with avant-artists including John 
Butcher, Evan Ziporyn, and Zeena Parkins, and many others.

- Core Memory Unwound also includes virtuoso musicians Colin 
Jacobsen on violin who performs with Yo-Yo Ma in Ma's Silk Road 
Ensemble and Margaret Kampmeier on piano, an internationally 
renowned mainstay in NYC's modern music scene.

- Christopher's software instruments used on the record are 
available for download at the artist's site:www.wiresundertension.com

- In 2009, Christopher will perform throughout the United States 
and Canada in support of Core Memory Unwound.

PRESS QUOTES
"These classically trained musicians, led by composer Christopher 
Tignor, conjure up melancholic chamber music that appears to 
gently ebb and flow through schisms in space and time, while the 
dramatic tension created between instruments cascades over you 
with cut-glass perfection. " – PopMatters 

"Listening is like slipping into a warm aural bath.” - The Wire

""Chris Tignor's gently evocative postminimalist reveries prove to 
be one of the year's most pleasant surprises."
– Time Out New York (Top 10 Classical Albums)

"Bandleader and composer Christopher Tignor would be nothing 
without the chamber orchestra surrounding him, but it's the 
computerized glaze, the puffs and trails with which he ornaments 
the sounds, that makes the album what it is." – Pitchfork

"If you can imagine a dream collaboration between Philip Glass, 
Miles Davis, Cluster, and Battles, you might have some idea of what 
Slow Six is capable of." – Foxy Didigtails 

"This electro-acoustic chamber group plies contemporary compo-
sition with human warmth...[their] emotive pieces merge the 
elegance of classical music with innovative production methods."  
– Signal To Noise
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